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ISki Excursion Central Board Appoints
H o s t s Finish Catholic Club
Athletes Shun New Bi-Weekly
To Hear Clapp
Will Be Edited
U sher Jobs
Up Blackfoot
Tonight’s Ball
By Phil Pfiyne
And McDowell;
Investigation Committee
A fter Probe
Now Probable
Preparations

j

“Not Interested in Taking
Anyone's Position,”
Says Hoagland

Novel Mimeographed Periodical
To Appear February 19
For First Time

More Than 900 People
Will Pay Tribute
To Bunyan

, Jo*cph M. Gilmore, Helena,
Give* Book “Phillip JT
To Foundation

For U n io n Agreement
Morris Says J50 People
Plan to Take Train
Five-Member Group Plans to Contact Labor Officials
Sunday Morning
In Attempt to Gain Definite Understanding;
Situation Is Outgrowth of Show
Missoula Ski club's Sunday ex 

Joe McDowell, Deer Lodge,
Serving functions not filled by
Newman Foundation committee
the Kaimln, Sentinel or Frontier
Ten usher jobs for Grizzly ath- and Midland, a campus bl-weekly
chairman, and Mary Beth Clapp,
!letes, offered early this week to the literary magazine will appear Feb
Final preparation* have been Missoula, former Newman d ub
athletic department by a local thea ruary 19, according to Phil Payne, made for the twenty-third annual president, will talk on the New- cursion up the Blackfoot valley
ter employer, were refused last who w ill edit the publication.
Peter J. Murphy, ASMSU president, acting under vote of
Foresters' ball and tonight more!™*" Foundation at a meeting of seems assured, according to Presi
night by T. 0 . Lefty Hoagland, uni
"Students should not be fright than 900 students, alumni, tow ns- thc St. Anthony council of the dent Walter Morris.
Central board, last night appointed five senior members of the
Although only 150 people had
versity athletic manager, after a ened away from the magazine by people and guests w ill gather in National Council of Catholic Worn.
student body to study the current union situation and to attain
day’s investigation. Hoagland stat-. the word ‘literary’,” Payne said; the men's gymnasium to honor en at 3 o'clock today at the home signed to go by last night, h e still
confidently expects 300 people will a definite policy regarding student-union relations. The curcd that in previously considering yesterday, “especially to the ex  Paul Bunyan, patron saint of for of Mrs. John M. Lucy.
l-rcnt situation has been brought
the offer he had not been in pos tent of not buying it. We intend esters, and Babe, his big blue ox.
McDowell will talk on the state be waiting to board the ski special
about by the disagreement ot the
at the Milwaukee station at 9:30
session of all tacts.
to present a cross-section of stu
The dance begins at 9 o'clock wide trip that he and Bob Van
local musicians’ union and Grace
“The athletic department is de dent thought and opinion and ] and stops at l o'clock, Dean Mpry II Haur, Newman d ub president, o'clock Sunday morning, the sched
Johnson, Student Union building
cidedly not interested in taking therefore welcome all contribu Elrod Ferguson having grafted H * 1* durin* lhe Christmaa holl- uled departure time.
manager, regarding a wage ar
Morris urges everyone intending
jobs from union members or any tions.
late permission. Cole McElroy’s I day» in jg * int*r*,t ot “ >• ,ourd* rangement for the proposed Stu
one else. The type of jobs in which
“Any type of work on any sub-j 13-piece band of Portland w ill fur tion. They w ill also speak of the to make the trip be at toe station
dent Union-backed musical show.
w e are interested are those which ject, provided it is w ell written!
| aims of Newman club and what it at 8:45 o’clock, because skis must
nish music. McElroy features
be checked to the baggage car.
w ill work no hardship on anyone. and not too long, can be used. We j
Members of the committee ap
to Catholic students,
Claire Feeley as "M C." and Ron
Instructors w ill give an hour's
We have always been anxious to bar no holds; only good taste will
pointed by Murphy are; Cliff Car
nie Salt and Sonny Williamson as j McDowell and Van Haur spoke
instruction to club members at toe
co-operate in every way with local dictate what stays out the maga
mody, Kaltipell; Mel Singleton,
along
similar
lines
at
a
meeting
of
vocalists.
l a b o r organizations," Hoagland zine."
the Missoula council of Knights excursion site, about 40 miles from Independents Will Choose Vida; G o r d o n Hickman, Great
Forestars began decoration of
said.
Missoula. Members w ill contact
Falls; Lela Woodgerd, Missoula,
Payne particularly stressed the]
I o f Columbus last night
New Vice-President
Hoagland learned after the offer fact that although H. W. Whicker, the “big barn" yesterday after
and Woodburn Brown, H am ilton..
Rev. Joseph M. Gilmore, Bishop people on the train who may wish
Next Tuesday
Jack Friel, Washington State had been made that the present English instructor, will be faculty] noon, and expect to finish some j of Helena, has presented a book, to join the club.
In its attempt to gain definite
coach, whose team plays the Griz employes, all women, bad recently advisor for the new publication, I time today. For two months I “Phillip II." to the Newman FounPassengers on the special w ill re-1
-------------{understanding, the committee has
zlies Monday and Tuesday — see affiliated with a local labor organi it w ill be “for the students, by the j boughs have been pouring In from Idation library.
ceive sheets describing ski ctl- i Dr, M. B. Hesdorffer, h ealth ! been instructed b y Central board,
zation and that a controversy had students and as frank and free as Pattee and Rattlesnake canyons
“Vandal Return Series.*' page 3.
quette, ground rules and advice on
■vice director; A lex Blewett, student governing body, to contact
by the truckload for decorations.
developed as to the reason for their | a bull session."
how to receive instruction.
si ness office fee clerk, and C arl; union officials,
A ll foresters were excused from
notice of discharge. Five of the
"This." said Morris, “is to assure
Any student who wishes to h elp !
ambers, ASMSU business man- j "At this time w e believe it is adpresent employes are university a young magazine by contributing classes today to assist in decorat
both safety and the maximum
er, w ill analyze student regis-j visable to consider completely this
ing.
women.
amount of instruction.”
a story, poem, play, article, sketch,
tration fees at a Maverick mass j situation and to confer with offi
The dance program includes 31
Ski d u b w ill operate the bag meeting at 8:30 o'clock Tuesday
essay or other literary production
cials of the unions. The student
gage cor food concession tor its! night In the journalism audishould see Payne or one of the dances, arranged with eating times
body is anxious to learn definitely
own benefit. The concession com- j
following staff members: Jim ] between the seventh and ninth
the attitude of the unions on this
Browning, Phyllis Smith, Mar- j dances, eleventh and thirteenth,
m lttee w ill sell sandwiches, cake,!
The organization w ill also elect j and other matters. We are certain
Igaret Miller, Kathryn Little, Helen and fifteenth and eighteenth
coffee and candy in each coach.
I
a vice-jfiesident to fill the vacancy that some sort of agreement w ill be
I Lane, Joe Boileau, Bill Forbit. dancetv Favors and programs w ill
People intending to go ore re
when Dwight Millcgan, forthcoming,” Murphy said.
Dili an, Pierce, Cootnl quested to coll Walter Morris at created
I Jack Hoon or Mary Catherine be distributed at the door.
Whitefish, became president of the I According to Hickman, chairPlans for organization o f a band I Flckes.
Dancers w ill come dressed in
the Playmor Sport shop i f they
colt,
Holm
to
Go
d uh following the resignations of j man o f the committee, a c t i o n
club were discussed by members
costumes o f the old west, as cow haven't telephoned y e t
Leroy Purvis, Great Falls, and Jbringing about co-operation b eof the university -band at last
On Speech Tour
punchers, miners and foresters.
Two reels o f Swiss winter sport
James Browning, Belt.
j tween the students and the unions
week's rehearsal Director Clar
Prises w ill be given to the most
moving pictures were run off at
Dr. Hesdorffer w ill talk on the w ill benefit both groups.
ence Bell appointed a committee
original costumes.
the meeting last night in addition
that w ill investigate possibilities
***
“I believe that much is to be
Special features of the dance, leave Saturday, February 12, for
o f forming such an organization,
gained by a friendly spirit ot co
beside the Rangers* Dream and • trip which w ill include seven
fee and its distr
directing them to make a list of
operation between the student body
contest,
with
other
northwest
enl
the bar, have been kept a strict
ASMSU activiti
Alex and the unions. Certainly it w ill
objectives which such a d ub could
iven Wegner know , n oth -1le** ,cam s ««* th* «»>ual speakrill take up the univer- j t * 0f mutual advantage to both if
follow.
|« * ' tournament at U n ville college.
tog of til ictn. he said today.
including the incidental j jn equjUbij policy can be formed,"
Fates o f former band dub s were
Oregon, if affairs follow the pres
A half hour's program w ill be I
on-residence ones, and
related by upperclass musicians.
he stated.
ent tentative plans o f Speech Di
fees mean to students,
Bell said that it started, the new Flying Cadets Appointed broadcast over KGVO between 101rector James N. Holm.
Grace Johnson, head of the pro
i mass meeting is the first o f |
and 11 o'clock.
d u b would differ from former
Fred
Dugan,
John
Pierce,
Wal
posed show, stated yesterday that
At Randolph Field,
Ma
ha
edones in that it would not be simply
ter Coombs and Bill Scott w ill go
the musical has been cancelled for
this quarter. At the m eeta medium for collection o f dues
Training Center
with Holm first to Spokane where
this year, the five weeks remaining
Cliff Carmody has been appoint
ch 7 the subject w ill be
and taking o f Sentinel pictures.
they w ill debate Gonxaga that
being inadequate for writing and
ed as one of the five senior stu 
aalysis
o f Our Student
One o f the major tasks of the
An opportunity for young men,
Saturday night on the question Seventy-five Women Aid
rehearsing a show for spring quar
dents to consider onion relations—
The n ext Maverick activclub would be to make arrange who are physically fit and who
ter.
Resolved:
that
the
United
States
see “Central Board,** page 1.
In Orientation Work
be a Valentine formal
ments for financing the annual have had at least two years ot col- i
and Great Britain, acting together,
News stories published b y sev spring trip. Other objectives would lege. Is now being offered by the
This
Quarter
should declare and enforce a boy
jeral state and out-of-state papers
be the building o f a bigger band, United States Army Air corps, ac
cott o f all Japanese goods. The
this week regarding a possible stu
and increasing the proficiency of cording to Lieutenant-Colonel Eley
Of thb
Kg
Prr-Mrdlf Club Hears Method
dent boycott o f unions in Missoula
Debaters W<ml Books
its members.
P. Denson, professor o f military
to Holm, w ill probably be the one are acting tu counselors to fresh
For Treatment of Chronic
science,
To
Build
Up
Library
■
*
ot^ “
onw“ ^
men and transfer women this
to
bo
recorded
In
the
Year
Book
Homan Illnesses
*' {sued from no official source and
“A drive to enlist army flying
of Intercollegiate Debate to which quarter, Acting Dean Mary Elrod
entirely unfounded, C e n t r a l
cadets is under way to fill the large
Ferguson
said
yesterday.
Montana's
chapter
of
Tau
Kap*
I
Montana has been invited to con
Mrd members declared last n igh t
Migraine headaches, hay fever
number of vacancies existing in
The counselor system, which pa Alpha, national 'debate (rater* j
tribute.
Air Corps Reserve," said Denson. and hives ore directly traceable to I The following Monday the team helps orient new students in uni- nity, wonts old books. Some wi
"These vacancies w ill be filled by allergies, phenomena in the field I is to go to both Pullman and Mos ]versity activities, succeeds the be sold, some w ill be kept, and all j
men from the universities and col of immunity from disease, Dr. I cow to meet Washington State and “Big Sister" plan o t former years. proceeds of the book collecth
Maverick quartet defeated the
Donald M. Heller, associate pro
leges all over the country."
Idaho clubs. Tuesday the Mon This change is a project o f Mor w i l l ' go to build up a chapter I
] Sigma Nu’s in the final elimlnaAt the present time, according to fessor of bacteriology and public I tana four w ill debate both Walla tar board and is supported by
I lion o f the Interfraternity song
Denson, practically all candidates health, said in a talk to Pre-M edic | Walla college and Whitman at !Dean Ferguson.
“Students may bring any kind!
| contest at the Oregon-Montane
can be appointed fly- d u b Tuesday night.
Walla Walla. Wednesday the squad ! Thirty-five faculty women plan of book and os many as they lik e/' I
jbasketball game Tuesday night. who qualify
ICoatiMwrf pm ppf» P n r )
Migraine headaches, hay fever
to
entertain
counselors
and
newsaid
Richard Wilkinson yesterday. I
w ill meet Reed college and Forest
and other chronic disturbances
^
'
Grove Pacific university at Port !comers during the quarter, accord "Bring them to James N. Holm's
that have defied cure can now be
office. Library 302.”
land, and through Thursday. Fri ing to the Dean.
treated through a knowledge of
|
Dorothy
Markus,
Whitefish,
is
day and Saturday w ill make the
Tau Kappa Alpha w ill collect jStudents Select “Skitters”
allergies, he said.
__ . ..
.rounds o f the tournament at Me* chairman o f the board of direc books tor the next two weeks,
As Name for New
Allergy is toe susceptibility o f I MinnviUe, Oregon.
tors which selects counselors from then sell such volum es as do not I
individuals to headaches, serum I
'
_______ , .
. . .
fit in with a debate library.
I
Union Project
, . __
... "
, '
.
We are prepared to debate [junior and senior women.
sickness, vomiting, sore joints a n d 1
either side o f the boycott ques-1
eczema caused from certain foods
j H. G. Merriam Gives Reasons for Value of System: Ipollens, drugs, hair or other irri-’ Ition or the question Resolved:
Sixty-four prospective drama
Claire Fecley, band director and
(that the National Labor Relations
tists attended the first meeting of
Eliminates Cramming, Shows Better View
master of ceremonies for tonight's
I board should be empowered to
the new Student Union entertain
To cure an allergy the patient
Foresters* ball — see “Hosts Fin
Of ■Field, Fixes Responsibility
I enforce arbitration of all industrial
ment project Tuesday and chose
must be desensitized by a gradual
ish /' page L
disputes," sold Holm. All present
the name “Skitters” for the or
process of immunization. Dote* ot
j arrangements are subject to can
ganization. Next meeting w ill be
Led by R. O. Hoffman, professor of French, instructors in jthe irritant or allergen, at first in
cellation, but we hope to complete
Tuesday night.
| the humanities department discussed comprehensive exam minute quantities and gradually the schedule as planned."
j Blackouts, Lights, Rolling Stages, Tapestry Curtains
“Registration forms which the
inations during a meeting at the home of Chairman II, G. IIncreased to a normal amount, are
Vi'ill Demand Attention of Crews in Play
students filled out show lots of
given to the patient periodically
Merriam Tuesday night. “The advantages of the comprehentalent,”
said Ruth Christiani, di
AT
CENTRAL
BOARD
Set
for
February
11
and
12
until he becomes desensitized,
sive examination as I sec them,"#------------ ——------ --------- ----------- |
rector. “I am w ell pleased with
showing no further symptoms of
said Merriam, “are four.”
JVu’Ge ^
Yell Dukes
the allergy. Cure, he said, is not
February 1, 1938.
Seven complicated scene shifts and 15 pages of light cues the turnout
First, Merriam said, there is the |
,. , .
r
,,,
always possible.
“There is a great deal of radio
Presided by Peter J. Mur
will make hard work for stage crews of “St, Joan,” scheduled
fact that the student, knowing]
Aid in Leading Cheers \ If an excess of vitamins, espe phy, ASMSU president.
talent, as w ell as a number of
Ifor February 11 and 12. Tom Hood, master electrician, will people who can play musical in
that he will be tested on all the
cially vitamins A and C, are eaten
An appropriation of $35 for
knowledge he is supposed to have
Three new yell dukes, including the sensitive membrane becomes
manipulate 27 spotlights placed on the floor, in the balcony, struments and tap dance. Pros
Traditions board, requested by
acquired over four years, w ill two co-eds, made their debut at more resistant to the Irritation
on stands on the stage and hung# —— .......
........................... ........ — pects are good for musical and
LeRoy Seymour, chairman, to
learn in a different frame of mind
.. causing the allergic reaction, Hetfrom above. Some of these, a s ! (Robert Sykes) int0 suPPOrti»« dancing skits.”
pay for song contest cup
. . . . .
.
.
the Oregon-Mon tana basketball
her cause in a scene under a blue
from the “crammer who learns
•
ler explained.
awards was deemed unneces I w ell as some ot the five floodlights,
The group and other interested
sky of a fine spring morning as
only for tomorrow’s test.
j*ame here Monday nl*ht'
w ill be on the special sets which
Asthma and hay fever, one of
sary by 0 . B. inasmuch as
sunlight streams in through a students w ill elect a general chair
Second, thc test gives a compre- j Nonie Lynch, Missoula; Harriet Ithe most common manifestations
slide in and out of place tor two
permanent possession of the
man,
a script writing chairman
Gothic window..
hensive view of what the student i Coburn, Centralia, Wash., and of bronchial allergy, is caused by
o f the scenes. These lights will
cups Is not awarded until a
Four tapestry curtains w ill close and a production chairman at next
has accomplished in college.
Chuck Mueller, Deer Lodge, are breathing the pollen of such plants
have their own controls which
group has won contest three
meeting. Names of the director,
during the blackout at the end of
Third, the comprehensive exam - 1 the new trio who will help Walt I as ragweed. Millions of tons of
must be worked separately from
times. Seymour told to cancel
tills scene while the throne for the stage manager and cast for "Sorry
ination makes lor the gathering I Millar, Butte, freshman yell king, I ragweed pollen alone ore air
the regular lights.
order for new cups.
court scene is rolled on. Walls w ill 1 Bothered You” w ill be an
and relating of material In the an(i Stan Halverson, Scobey, his borne during August, he said.
Virginia Flanagan, chairman
“The first scene,” says Director
be tinted red for this scene, with nounced. The skit is scheduled
Istudent's major study.
| assistant, in leading yells for the
Overdoses of quinine or aspirin
of Publications board, report
° f ,D ramnUf Donnl Harrington,
lal horij,onUll lighting (or the for convocation presentation soon.
| Fourth, the test throws the re- rest of the year,
may sensitize an individual and
ed on last meeting and asked
"will be set up complete on o n e ]t|)pestry e,Iect The
Montana Masquers are cooper
sponsibility on the student to
Both of the co-eds have had <cause a drug allergy. Overexpos
C. B.’s approval of purchase
of the rolling stages The audience at the D
hin>s (Jnck Wrlght) ating with "Skitters," whose aim
' learn, not on the instructor t o ' previous experience in high school, ure to heat, cold or pressure may
of two Speed-Graphlo cam
wiU see a great stone steucture, ^
at chlnon wiU use the wholJ is to provide entertainment for
j hammer facts into him.
| Miss Lynch at Fort Benton and cause skin eruptions, rash or m ieras for the Sentinel and the
and, through a long opening the | w(dth| but
not the entire depth of convocations, campus club meet
"We have had the comprehen- 1 Miss Cobum at Centralia. With grain headaches and are physical
Kaimln, to be purchased from
tower room
^
ings and possibly radio.
. of the
, . , castle of’ Vau- ! the stage,
Dr. M, B. Hesdorffer w ill help slve examination in the English this In mind they were selected
allergies. Sensitivity to certain
thc Publications Special re
Scripts for Skitter presenta
coulters. A special battery of spots
Duri
, bric( illtermisslon thc
analyze student registration fees! department for thc last 18 years,” by Pete Murphy, ASMSU presi
types of bacteria is not easily
serve fund for the Sentinel | will concentrate thc light Just in | rivcrb£mk set is roUed (n. LighJ tions w ill be written by members
at Maverick mass meeting — see said Merriam, "and w e know that dent and Chink Seymour, chair
diagnosed and, like food allergy, is
and from the Kaimln Surplus
that area." Joan (Virginia Cook)
of
the writing division, many of
"Fee Analysis,” page 1.
will change to give thc illusion of
|t has definite value.”
man of Traditions Board.
difficult to cure.
fund. C, B. gave approval.
j w ill argue Robert de Baudrlcourt j
(Continual on Pane Four)
I whom are Quill dub members.

Fee Analysis

To Be Heard

By Mavericks

j

j

D e b a t e Team

Member

W ill Take Trip

Club Organization
Planned by Band

T o Northwest

College Men

To Fill Posts

New Students

In Air Corps

R eceive Help

Of Counseloirs

Metier Explains
Disease Cures
Using Allergic

Mavericks Win
Song Elimination

Organization

W ill Provide

Plays, S k i t s

Hum anities Teachers Discuss

Com prehensive Examinations!

Scene Shifts and Light Cues
/,

Explainei

Are D ifficult in ‘Saint Joan’
_________
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Page Two

Studebaker Sees Place
For Education in Radio

Society

National Officer
Visits Fraternity
For Conferences

M CLUB CANDIDATES
WILL WEIGH-IN MONDAY

Candidates for eliminations in
the annual M club tournament
COMMUNICATIONS
must weigh in between the hours
No communication addressed to
The most impressive social func-^>
SOCIAL CALENDAR
of 3 and 4 o’clock Monday after
William Phillips Leaves Today
this column need be signed with tion of the season is tonight. Paul
noon at the men’s gym. Chuck
For Sigma Phi Epsilon
the author’s true name (if any). Bunyan and Babe, his blue ox, ar
Friday, February 4
Williams and Doc Schreiber will
Chapters on Coast
The column accepts any and all rived this morning to attend the Foresters’ Ball______ Men’s Gym
have charge of the weighing of
aliases. Indeed, it offers a small ball and hear Cole McElroy’s 13wrestling and boxing prospects.
Saturday, February 5
William Lazell Phillips, Grand
prize (very small) for the best piece band of Portland. All ball- Sigma Alpha Epsilon Dinner
Eliminations for the right to
Secretary of Sigma Phi Epsilon challenge the defending cham
alias affixed to any communica goers will have ranger-station fa
Dance ....................Gold Room
fraternity, arrived in Missoula yes pions will start Wednesday after
tion. Or any alias, even without a vors, a logger’s boot on which the
Delta Gamma Fireside______
terday to confer with members of noon.
communication. See the Post Office dances are numbered.
________________ Silver Room
the Montana Alpha chapter. He
lost and found board for good
On Saturday evening, two fra Phi Delta Theta Pledge Dance_.
leaves today for the Pacific coast
aliases. They come under family ternities and a sorority will enter
____ ____________Country Club to continue his nation-wide tour
portraits with some such legend as tain at a dinner dance and fire
of 68 Sig Ep chapters.
“Lost, $5,000 belonging to the sides.
ner guest Tuesday of Kappa Kap
Phillips, one of the six men that
United States postal service, alias
pa Gamma.
founded the fraternity at Rich
James Farley. When last seen the Sig Eps Honor
Hope
Galusha'
returned
from
a
mond, Virginia in 1901, has been
missing funds were talking to a Grand Secretary
visit in Helena, Wednesday.
Grand Secretary since 1908. He
man named Charley. Some Re
was editor of the “Journal,” offi
Sigma Phi Epsilon entertained
publican sabotage like mentioning
Delta
Gamma
cial publication, for thirteen years
the national debt is supposed to at a bapquet at Cafe Montmartre
and served also as its business
have been the subject of the con in honor of William L. Phillips, Entertains Pledges
manager most of that time,
versation. Ten dollars and half ; grand secretary of the national
Delta Gamma entertained its
dozen assorted deserving Demo fraternity. They celebrated the pledges at a buffet dinner Monday was co-author of the organiza
tion’s first Ritual, and has been Qur newest and smartest crea
crats offered as reward for infor chapter’s twentieth anniversary night.
active in all fifteen Grand Chap tion for formals—“Sequin” hair
mation leading to the arrest and Thursday evening.
ter Conclaves.
conviction of the Supreme Court,
and nails that harmonize or con
Josephine Buergey of Great
Phillips also helped found Interthe Liberty League, any of the
Elmer Barrett, Missoula; Roy Falls was a Wednedsay dinner
trast your gown and slippers.
fraternity Conference in 1909,
DuPonts or Herbert Hoover (alias Lundberg, lone, Washington, and
guest of Delta Gamma.
Since then he has taken part in all Allprt’s ilpauty Clinic
Herbie the Knocker).”
Gus Schaffer, Hardin, were Tues
Margaret McDonald, Niarada; conference meetings.
Following this comes a list of day dinner guests of Theta Chi.
Lois Murphy, Butte, and Ellen
and Charm §>lpppp
On his present tour he left Rich
Ann Picchioni, Klein; Melba Frame, Butte, were Wednesday
the clever devices by which one
mond college, mother chapter, and 114 E. Main Phones 3185,3186
Charles Connors concealed his Mitchell, Roundup; Mrs. T. Hawke; dinner guests of Kappa Delta.
proceeded westward by a north
identity from the long nose of the Mrs. F. Edwards, and Hugh Ed
Mrs. E. J. Maynard of Billings
LaW. First he called himself Ice wards, Butte, were Wednesday was a Wednesday dinner guest of ern route. He will visit Pacific
coast chapters, and return to
Wagon Connors. Then Chuck Con dinner guests at Corbin.hall.
Sigma Chi.
Richmond by a southern route.
Mrs. P. R. Heily, Columbus, was
nors. Then Chuck O’Connor. Then,
Walter White, Manhattan, is a
STUDENTS 15c
by some master-stroke, James a dinner guest of Sigma Nu Thurs patient at St. Patrick’s hospital.
Except Saturday and Snnday
Connoly. This last seems to have day.
From 5 to 11 P. M.
Wally Johansen, Bob Anet, Ted
baffied the authorities, as they are
Sarpola and John Dick, University
still waiting for Chuck (or Ice
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
of Oregon basketball players, vis
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Wagon, as you prefer) to drop in
ited the Sigma Nu house Monday
Holds Formal Initiation
GENE AUTRY in
and admit he shouldn’t have done
afternoon. Sarpola and Dick were Caricatures Depict Professors as
Sigma Phi Epsilon held formal guests a t lunch Wednesday.
it.
Seen
by
Students
'Oh, yes,' communications. Well, initiation Monday evening for
— Plus —
McDonald Rieder, Valier, is an
this column also demands the right Mark Wysel, Missoula; Ross Wil infirmary patient.
“BILL CRACKS DOWN”
Caricatures of university pro
to cut out any part of any com kinson, Missoula; George Lindsay,
fessors will enliven the 1938 edi
munication submitted to it if by St, Ignatius; Walter Krell, New
Saturday at 11:30
tion of the Sentinel, according to
so doing it can make the writer York City, New York; Gordon 'AAUW Will Entertain
MIDNIGHT SHOW
Editor Larue Smith. The art de
Garrett, Great Falls, and Don Senior Women at Tea
sound like a sap.
Erich Maria Remarque’s
The following is a communica Lowry, Thompson Falls.
Missoula branch of American partment is working daily to have
tion (the first, if you must know)
Association of University Women its material completed by the des
— Plus —
submitted to this column. It is on
Dr. Gordon Castle was a Wed will entertain senior women at a ignated time.
CARTOON COMEDY, NEWS
Cartoons of each professor de
a timely subject, but don’t let that nesday dinner guest of Sigma Phi tea at 3:30 o’clock Saturday after
discourage you. Most communica Epsilon.
noon, February 5, in the large picting him as he is seei) by the
tions do better if they aren’t w rit
Laima Mattson, Corvallis, spent' meeting room of the Student student cartoonists will appear un
ten on timely subjects. They never the week-end at her home.
Union building. The program con- der each picture of the man in the
get printed and you don’t get the
Katherine Parkins, Belgrade; 1sists of a display of early Ameri- annual! These intimate sketches
reputation of being a Red and a Janet Ottman, Lewistown; Marie can glass, silver and weaving with promise to provide much humor
trouble-maker.
Trekell, Great Falls; Robert War brief comments by Mrs. Ira B. as they reveal characteristics of
Starting Saturday
ren, Glendive, and Jack Chisholm, Fee on the glass, Helen Gleason on the teachers.
A Dream of Paul Bunyan
Continuous 1:00 to 11:00
“This, is an entirely new field
It was the year of the Great East Helena, were Sunday dinner silver and Mrs. W. G. Bateman on
of a rt jvork,” said Smith.” Noth
MIDNIGHT SHOW AT 11:30
Thaw. Paul had •come up to the guests of Rev. and Mrs. Thomas the weaving.
SATURDAY
Martha Kimball is chairman of ing like this has been tried before
University to inquire about regis Bennett at the Episcopal rectory.
in our year-book and it means
Fredric March
the
hostess
committee,
while
mem
'Jean
Printz,
Corvallis,
spent
the
tering for a little logging instruc
Franciska Gall
bers of Mortar board will assist in much work and a great deal of in
tion in the new 20,000-acre lab week-end at her home.
spiration on the part of our staff.’
Margaret McDonald, Niarada, welcoming the honored guests.
oratory, and to have a little fun
with Paul Szakash and several spent the week-end at her home
and visiting friends in Dixon and
other of the big Pauls.
Physicists Organize
But he had such a hard time Hot Springs.
Informal Colloquium
Dixie Forgey, Albuquerque, New
understanding the dues and fees
that Babe, chained to the Law Mexico, arrived in Missoula last
School, became thirsty and drank week to visit her brother, Louis
Student discussion of interesting
the lakes east and west of the Forgey, and Marie Hedges.
Today and Tomorrow
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
and technical discoveries in the
building. An old professor who
Mary Patricia Clark returned to
0f physics has been organ
BARBARA STANWYCK
had waded those lakes for years her home in Jordon because of ill ized as a “Physics Colloquium.”
HERBERT MARSHALL
happened along and was so sur ness.
— In —
The informal group will meet at 3
prised that he had an idea and,
o’clock every Wednesday after
“ Breakfast for Tw o”
Cederick Hardwicke
without thinking of the danger, Alumni Give
noon in Craig hall, room 103.
Roland Young, Paul Robeson
— Also —
rushed off to Main hall, emerging Card Party
During the first half of the
A Mighty African Drama
’ “ Born to the West”
with Mr. Swearingen, who was
meeting members will take part in
Alpha
Chi
Omega
alumni
enter
• — and —
muttering something about not
a general discussion. A speaker,
STARTS SUNDAY
knowing how the downtown rub tained at a card party Wednesday usually from the group, will then
“TRAPPED BY G-MEN”
ber merchants would take the idea night at the house.
present his study of a problem in
JACK HOLT
of raising campus sidewalks above
In One of His Best
the field.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Cogswell and
the lake level—just give him time,
Also Serial—
Dr. Leon Richards were Thursday
please.
‘New Adventures of Tarzan’
So Paul and Babe snaked the dinner guests of Delta Delta Delta.
Stooge Comedy
Saturday to Monday
Jean Fritz of Ronan was a dinwalks up on dry land and the
Saturday Matinee at 2 P. M.
whole gang of WPA workers shov
I
244 N. HIGGINS AVE.
eled cinders underneath. Paul, to —line forms to the right of the |
Phone 3566
COMING SUNDAY
pass the time, read a bunch of Phi Delt house; apply early and
Kaimins the Lawyers had handed avoid the rush.
j Exclusively Electrical
“ HIGH, WIDE AND
“ BI G. C I T Y ”
him to clean up the mess, but,
Spencer Tracy
HANDSOME”
finding in the EXHUMED column
Louise Rainer
Advice generously donated to'
Irene Dunne, Randolph Scott
an old wheeze about abnormal
— Also —
this column: “Lay off this union
psychology and introspection, re
Selected Shorts and
“OUR
RELATIONS”
stuff. You’ll get your throat cut.” The Home of Fine Furniture
membered that it was professor’s
News
As if outraged football players
jokes which had discouraged John
hadn’t already—oh, well.
Always a good show at the Roxy
ny Inkslinger with college, and de
—your independent theater.
cided to seek fresher fields.
It’s an ill wind. Bunny Vial and
At this point the alarm clock
10c and 25c
135 West Main
Mae
Olson
got
their
share
of
fun
went off and the dreamer had to
get'up and find his galoshes to get out of the last snowfall by play
ing riotously in campus snow.
Little, Shallenberger
to his 8 o'clock.
Borg Jewelry and
They made fox-and-geese rings on
—Contributed.
Will Speak In Butte]
the lawn until some Spur (never
Optical Co.
say die!) stopped that, and then
Walk Shoveling
Eyes Tested — Glasses Fitted
Dr. E. M. Little and Dr. G. D.
romped whole-heartedly through
Shallenberger, physics professors Thomson Directs Radio Drama Let’s have no more of idle talk,
the trenches in front of the library.
The Sigma Nu’s have cleaned their
For Monday Broadcast
Dr. E. L. Williams
Position Will Be Left Vacant; at, the university, will speak at a
What this campus needs (in addi
walk.
meeting of the Montana Physical
Chiropractor
Senior to Help in Office
tion to a good five-cent prof) is
Society in Butte, Saturday, Feb
Says Swearingen
less strained dignity and more
Masquer radio players will pre
Foot Ailments
ruary 4.
MORE PLAYBOY PORTRAITS natural enjoyment.
Masonic
Temple
— Phone 3735
sent the story of a family mysteri
By the Poisoned Pen of the Stooge
The society is comprised of
Virginia Cooney, ’34, has re
ously afflicted with sudden-strik
Russell
“Eggic”
Booth
—
Has
signed her position as Corbin hall physicists of Montana State col
Dr. W. H. Pardis
ing death in “The Sign of the gained his success through his per
director to take a job in the na lege, School of Mines and the uni
Chiropractor
Hawk" next Monday night, ac sonality— believes his smile at
tional archives office in Washing versity.
Equipped with X-ray and
Little will talk on “Liquid Tem cording to director Violet Thom tracts the gals—says flattery helps
ton, D. C. “No one will replace
Will Appreciate
Neurocalometer
a lot in winning them—talks baby
her for the present, although a perature,” the relative tempera son.
HAMMOND ARCADE
talk to his intimate friends—re
senior woman will assist in the of ture of steam in connection with
“It is a tense drama of realism
cently hung a safety pin on his
fice,” according to Mrs. Monica B. the body of boiling water. Shall- that dangles dangerously on the
Of
You
on
February
14th
Dr. A. G. Whaley
Swearingen, business director of enberger’s topic will be “Magne brink pf the supernatural,” says “current” — favorite expression;
“going tough” — proudest posses
tism and Mysticism.”
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
- residence halls.
Come in and see our Valen
Mrs. Thomson. “It is based on
sion: his curls.
tine Specials—also our attrac
Miss Cooney began work- as di
an old legend in the Fletcher fam
106 E. Broadway — Phone 4104
tive display of Valentine Greet
rector early in January, filling a DRUM CORPS TO APPEAR
ily that when the sign of the hawk
Eddie Flynn—prefers girls with ings and Gifts.
position left vacant when Martha
falls
there
will
be
a
death
in
the
DURING BOBCAT SERIES
Dr. Florence Spon
class—hates olives—looks like Ty
Phyllis'Busey, now Mrs. Kenneth
Fletcher family.”
Chiropractor
rone Power—talks in his sleep—
Duff, resigned, last summer. Both
Koyne Osborne will take the
would
like
a
blonde
who
can
truck
Palmer System — Phone 3562
Miss Cooney and Mrs. Duff sub-1. Women s drum corps will make | part of Jasper Fletcher, bred in
Neurocalometer Service
stituted for Elvera Hawkins, who |
appearance this q uarter the family tradition of duty. Vio
is studying institutional manage- between halves of the Grizzly- let Thomson will be Mary, his
ment at Columbia on leave of ab Bobcat game February 14, Student wife. David, Jasper’s black-sheep
SEE THE
Dr. A. E. Ostroot
Director Elmer Barrett, Missoula, brother, will be Ernest Reed, and
sence.
Optometrist
Miss Cooney has worked pre announced yesterday.
Bob Fromm will play Jacob, the
Comfortable and Efficient
viously in the archives office, the I-------------------------------------------- old family servant.
BEFORE YOU BUY
Vision
state PWA office, the agricultural the Cooney Brokerage office in
The radio players will broadcast
205-207 MONTANA BLDG.
314 N. Higgins
“CHUCK” GAUGIIAN
statistician’s office in Helena and j Butte.
over KGVO at 8 to 8:30 o’clock.

In the new government assignment of air
wavesto school systems, Dr. John Studebaker,
United States commissioner of education, sees
an indication that education has begun to as
National Advertising Service, Inc.
sume a rightful place in radio.
College Publishers Representative
Although the range of stations using the
4 2 0 Mad iso n A v e .
N ew Yo r k . N. Y.
CHICAGO * BOSTON • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO
channels w ill be small, Dr. Studebaker be
lieves an important step has been taken to
make radio effective as one of the greatest
Subscription price $2.60 per year
teachers the world has ever kno.wn.
“I believe that radio is destined to affect
Printed by the School of Journalism Press
the scope and progress of education, and
therefore, our national life in general, with re
sults quite as revolutionary as those which
followed the invention of the printing press,”
the commissioner declares.
Commercial broadcasters put on the air
Will Your Plans
w h a t they describe as “educational proNet You Accomplishment?
,
,,
grams,” but when Dr. Studebaker talks about
What are your -plans for 1938? Are those educationaf radi0j he means “public agencies
plans going to be fulfilled so you may accom operating stations on the public channels ex
plish a great deal in the new year
clusively in the public interest, performing
If you have no definite ideas as to how to
servlces over and above those which
better your grades and improve the type of ^
agencies can perform by use 0f cornwork you are doing* it is a sure sign you are
mercial radio stations alone.”
lazy, are getting old and are in a rut.
At present time approximately 97 per cent
Perhaps at the end of fall quarter you of frequencies in the regular broadcast band
wound up at the dead end of the grade curve. are being used by commercial companies
If that is the case, why not sweeten the recdepend upon radio advertising, not only
ord this year by getting in and digging so e ^ finance the construction and operation of
failures of 1937 can be avoided and the sue- ^ stations but a]so to ga;n financial profits
cesses increased.
on the original investments.
School and what you get out of it is your
According to information at the office of
job—just as much as the jobs of the mechan education, few educational agencies or school
ics, the clerks or the professional workers are systems are ready to make immediate applica
means of support for men out of school. If tion for a channel, but officials feel the as
the losses of 1937 outnumbered the gains, be signment will provide an important impetus
sure to pull those losses up; then the next forlh 7exp ertoen t.
steeper hill won’t be so difficult to climb.
__________
If you have no plans for the new year you
probably will find yourself slipping down a Auto Massacres Cost
bit furtherthan you are now, but with a little More Than Billion Dollars
Traffic deaths hit an all-time high, in 1937
effort happy results at the end of the school
year will be your reward. The future be- when 39,700 people were massacred at an estilongs to those who look ahead and who climb. mated cost of $1,470,000,000, according to fig
ures recently released by the National Safety
: ■■
council. The traffic death increase of 4 per
Feed Only Those
cent over 1936 is partially explained by a 9
Who Are Proven Hungry
per efint increase in motor travel.
Charges that colleges are over-crowded and
The 1937 traffic toll per 100,000 people was
are graduating too many students to find jobs 30.7 compared with 29.7, but again the inin specialized fields are made often.
creased mileage figures help out by showing
Dr. James B. Conant, president of Harvard that the death rate declined from 16.6 deaths
university, offers what he believes the only per 100,000,000 miles in 1936 to 15.9 last year,
sane and logical solution to the problem. AcDisreagrding the human deaths, which cancording to Conant, the best idea is to restrict not be valued in dollars and cents, $1,470,000,college registration much the same way the 000 is a large bill to foot for accidents that are
United States controls its immigration.
many times unnecessary. One immediate reDrastic reductions in the number of stu- suit of this enormous cost is an announcement
dents admitted to colleges by raising stand- by participating companies in the National
ards of determining individual ability, and Bureau of Casualty and Surety Underwriters
provision for more adequate scholarships for that a readjustment of p r e m i u m rates
the vast army of promising but financially- throughout the country has resulted in a naunable students, is the crux of Conant’s an- tional average increase of 5 per cent. swer.
Included in the same release is an announceIn part, Conant’s proposition is a stab at ment to automobile insurance owners who
colleges failing .to grant sufficient scholar- drive carefully that they may expect a re
ships to worthy students who would other- fund of approximately 15 per cent of their
wise have no chance for a formal education, premium at the close of each year in which
Dr. Conant declares that “over-crowding in they have no accidents. Company spokesthe learned professions threatens the United men estimate that nine of ten drivers will
States with unemployment conditions for qualify for the refund,
those classes as acute as those in Europe.”
This is the first step in the National BuHis solution is based, not on statistical data, reau’s “Safe Driving” campaign which is de
but rather as a result of personal observa- signed to “make safety profitable to the
tions.
driver.” The refund will be an incentive to
As well as giving aid through the granting drive carefully and get some money back as
of scholarships, Conant emphasizes the need opposed to the policy of those who say, “Drive
to assist students in discovering individual any way, the car’s covered.”
aptness for any certain field of specialization
Too long it has been insurance owners in—this with an eye to the fact that “too many volved in accidents who have reaped the full
have entered the wrong profession.”
benefits of the premiums paid in large part
With Harvard making the first move in by careful drivers. urging a new regime, the next few years will
This'new policy seems to be a step in the
doubtless see undreamed-of changes in higher right direction,' an inducement to drive carelearning, far different from present-day rule fully and save money as well as invaluable
of the land.
and irreplaceable human lives.

Virginia Cooney
Quits Hall Job
For New Post

Sparkling Coiffures
and Manicures

COM M UNITY

Sentinel Will Use
Faculty Cartoons

“The Old Corral”

“THE ROAD BACK”

WILM A

“THE
BUCCANEER”

ROXY

R IA LT O

“ KING SOLOMON’S
MINES”

“Alcatraz Island”

LIBERTY

Walford Electric Co.

BRADDOCKFARR FIGHT

JENSEN
FURNITURE

Masquer Actors
To Present Play

Your Valentine

A PHOTOGRAPH

McKAY ART CO.

TYPEW RITER SUPPLY

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

T.RE M O N T A N A
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Whadja Say, John?
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Also Have Gym

Laddie Gale Leads Oregon
To Trium ph Over Grizzlies

Vandal Return Series
Begins Hardest Part

By JOHN CAMPBELL — — — — —

Grizzly cagers completed half their schedule Tuesday.
Against Oregon they played the best basketball so far this
year. Shooting was better, passing sharper and ball-hawking
good. Where Montana was not conceded a chance they played
their best, and that was off the backboard. Time after time,
Seyler, Lazetich and Ryan took the ball away from Hobson’s
high pockets. The encore game marked the second time Mon
tana has met an invading team when one player was plenty
hot.
First it was Lockhart, who couldn't miss, and now it’s Gale,
who pitches them in ala Luisctti. Gale made the m ajority of
his counters by push-shots in the vicinity of the floor's key
hole. B etw een Oregon and Washington things arc fairly even.
The H uskies arc a smoother working unit than the Ducks, at
testing to the show of both quintets here.

Leading Conference Scorer Nets 25 Points as Ducks
Come Back in Second Game 63-49:
Lazetich’s 37 Tops Series

grabbed undisputed claim to first* --------------- — ....... ........... ..............
place In the conference and put I t p
| \ | , , n » n iin
Montana in a tie with Oregon | JL W O I T i O l l l c l I l c l
State for last place.

B ill m ade a total o f 19 free throws for a n ew conference record.

Ryan, rf
Seyler, c
—— ..... 3
CLOSEUP AN D LONGSHOTS
I Millar, lg
- -^ 4
Two prominent men recently made their exit from the IChumrau, rg ...
j
Thomson,
r
f
_
_ _ 1
realms of sport. Jim Braddock retired from the ring and
■' 0
Harry Kipke, Michigan football coach, was a victim of the
0
j Mariana, rg
wolves . . . Have you seen Popovich’s blue and white “vest"
__ 0
JNugent, rg
jacket? . . . Coach Hobson likes the new center ruling, says it j Shields, rg
__o

0
0
0
0
o

cuts down the wear and tear on the center.

0

i

2
2

lSundquiit, r f __i d i r f

Snow fall should make good skiing. Snow -riders say the
Rattlesnake region is the b e s t . . . The Big Ten casaba race is
SUver _____
led by Northwestern, a one-point victory over M ichigan
I Wintermute, c
awarding them the top s p o t . . . G rizzly tracksters are training A m t, lg —— .
by skipping rope . . . Henry Arm strong, world’s No. 1 fighter, I Johansen, rg
may fight Tony Chavez in B utte soon . . . W illie W agner 1 Mullen, It —
Could you persuade your north woods friend to stick around ISarpola, rf. __

FO FT

I Rhinehart

Old-Time Foe
Washington State is tied with
the Huskies for second place in
the conference, each with six wins
and four deficits. The Cougars,
coached by Jack Friel, who has
officiated many football games
here, are defending northern divi
sion cage champions. Washington
■ ■ T H E STORE FOR M E N M

W HITM AN'S
C AN D Y

Three of Washington State’s court stars with the sqnad’s three
basketball.—.Kosich is holding the bail used for conference games
at Pullman. According to W8C‘s student publication. Montana has
a gym and one hail with which to win one game—outside the con
ference.

Special Heart-Shaped Boxes

I GEO. T . HOWARD 1

50c to $2.00
— Also —

ADAMS EXTENDS TIME
FOE TOSSING CONTEST!

Drew-Streit Co.

Hallmark Valentines

Make Tour Seleciloin Early
First round eliminations in the
Loans — Bonds
n Haur, 247; Harold!
6
Real Estate
University woman t rifle t
7
, February 14, announced Harry!
Price, 252; Leonard Cahoon, 254, til
10 defeated the university fresh men larei Ben Fable, 267.
DRUG STORE
Adams, minor sports director, yes-1 INSURANCE OF ALL KINDS
4 to a d ose match on the R<
The woetten gunners have four [<terday. Adams granted the exten-1 118 E. Broadway
Phone 2778
Corner Higgins and Pine
2 range February 2. The acme ’was: more mattdiet scheduled for the [.sion in time because of Foresters’
[University women, 2375; fresh:®en, I season, fFebruary 8. they w ill |i
o
ball and repairs to be made on the I
fLATMOB — m s — PLAYM08 — SIU — FLATMOK — ttO — PLAYMOK
0 2351.
1shoot agahu t the university men; .
0
gym floor* , ’
Peggy Shannon xbot> high gun February 115, Garden City: Febru*'
0
0
The
high
16
men
from
the
first
j
0
o o f the match with a score of 285 ary 22. Fctreat Service; March 1,1
round w ill advance to the second!
o
0 1High score for th e freshmen. ^ U n i v e r s i t y torwtry
round. Walter Malahowaki is in
L eaving M ilwaukee Depot at 9:30 on Sunday .
fin d by Walter McLeod.
The freshmen w ill fixe agsini
PFPta.
I Individual scores fired by the her Officers Reserve Corp Febru charge of the contest.
Round Trip — 1.25 — Tickets on Sale at
women were; Peggy , Shannon,
235: Eunice Fleming* 221; Frances
I Price, 290; Carlobelle Button. 274;
531 South Higgins Avenue
I Melba Mitchell* 270; Mary Ftekes,
SOI TH HALL BALL
1269; Audrey Domow, 257; Doro*
SK I EQUIPMENT
Tubes Tested Free
I thy Markus, 27$; Jurine Wermag*
Let U s Check Yours U p — Repair or Refinish
er» 265.
NORTHWEST RADIO
SKIS - POLES - BINDINGS - CLOTHING - SHOES
I Individual scores shot by the
128 E. Bdway.
Phone 3733
PLAYMOR — U U — PLAYMOR — O U — PLAYMOR — (SU — PLAVMOE
freshmen gunners were: Walter

1

2
4
9
4
1

HARKNESS-ALLEN

SKI T R A I N S P E C I A L

Radio Repairing

iPavalunai rg
I Jewell, c ,

PLAYMOR ‘SST SHOP

CONFERENCE STANDINGS
Team —
W.
Oregon ...........
Washington .... ... 6
6
WSC ..... ........
Idaho '' , r,rr - | * s
... 3
OSC
3

Jim Seyler, veteran center and
tallest man on the Grizzly basket
ball squad, w ill not play against
Idaho Friday and Saturday nights
because of an infected leg. He may
be able to join the team in Pull
man for the Washington State
series Monday and Tuesday nights.
Seyler developed the infection!
several weeks ago. University phy-1
sicians ordered him to the infirm
ary last week-end. although he
was allowed to play in the Ore
gon series.

L.

P et

4
4
5
7
7

.600
.600
.500
J0O
.300

nl AM ONE OF THE MILLIONS WHO
PREFER CAMELS" S A Y S RALPH GREENLEAF
WORLD'S CHAMPION IN POCKET BILLIARDS

JURTEEN different time, the
new, headline, have flashed:
RALPH GREENLEAF W INS
WORLD’S CHAMPIONSHIP.
Ln a special interview during
his recent championship play in
Philadelphia, Ralph said: "I’d say

F

Sophom ores
Join Varsity

“HERE’S YOUR
VALENTINE” ,

Track Squad

the molt important rule in this
game i, to have healthy nervq^ And
on that score, I think, Camel, have
a kit extra to offer. One of the
main reasons why I've stuck to
Camel cigarettes for twenty year,
t ,—they don’t ruffle my nerves."

And America as a nation shows the same
preference for finer tobaccos that Ralph Greenleaf does!
Camels are the largest-selling cigarette in America
(lift) College Senior ART WALDO say,:
"Yet, Camel* ire the favorite here on the
campus. I get more enjoym ent from
Camels—they're tops for mildness."

Prospects Start Training
Indoors for Spring
Quarter Events
Several promising sophomores
have reported to Harry Adams,
track coach, for workouts with
varsity lettermen and are now do
ing conditioning exercises until the
weather w ill permit outdoor work
outs.
Jack Emigh, sprints; Harry
Shaffer, shot put; Perry Stenson,
440 and low hurdles, and Jack
Pachico, long distance, are among
the former interscholastic stars
now working out. Emigh won the
sprints in Illinois’ Interscholastic,
Shaffer took the shot put event in
the Montana Interscholastic, and
Stenson placed In th e sprints.
Pachico won the mile event.
Numeral Winners T h u r m a n
Trospcr, 440 and 880; Bernard Jacobey, pole vault, and Chester
Williams, high jump, are also in
training. Newcomers of promise
are Elbert Barnwell, distance runs;
Henry Jorgensen, broad jump;
Bob Conway, 440 and 880, and
Max Domina, transfer from Albion
Normal junior college.
Carl Burgess, Jack Hoon and
Ernest Boyer are expected to re
port soon. Burgess and Boyer won

Coach Jiggs Dahlberg, Manager*.................................................. —— —
Peter Murphy, Trainer Naseby : State is an old-time foe of Monand a squad of nine j tana, having met the Grizzlies
players entrained yesterday after- many times since the latter left
noon for the road trip.
j the conference in 1929. In that
Idaho stands in third place with j year, the last league combat b efive wins and as many lo sses.! tween the two schools, Montana
Starting slowly with two losses to {won 37 to 27. Washington State
the Grizzlies, they have Improved I took both ends of a double-header
greatly, winning two of four from I with the Grizzlies last year.
Washington, splitting a series with j ----- - ■■■ ■
■
I WSC and whipping Oregon State

Rate First 10

In Close Mate

Jim Seyler Out
Of Idaho Series

Montana Grizzlies commence the hardest part of their
basketball schedule tonight when they tangle with Idaho Van
dals in a return series at Moscow. The Grizzlies meet Wash
ington State for two games at Pullman Monday and Tuesday.

Point Leaders

Beat Freshmen

Condition Doubtful

Montana to Meet Washington State Quint at Pullman
Monday and Tuesday; Next Home Game
Will Be With Oregon Beavers

Paced by the accurate push-shooting of Laddie Gale who
scored 25 points, Oregon came back in the second game to
outscore Montana 63 to 49. The Webfeet got off with a fast
start, taking a lead which they never relinquished. Oregon

Oregon’s height and effective
passing, coupled with dead-eye
shooting, offset brilliant work by
Bill Lazetich, Grizzly forward,
who tallied 20 points. Montana
While Chief Wagner and his aides are busily festooning the scored consistently but Oregon
Scoring 37 point* in two game*,
Grizzly abode for a gala occasion tonight, Montana’s hoopsters was too warm and kept ahead by Bill Lazetich, Grizzly forward,
a margin of four to 10 points
continue the conference basketball race on foreign courts with
climbed
to second position in the
throughout the battle.
a four-game invasion into the Inland Empire. Tonight and I Numerous fouls slowed up the conference scoring. Lnddic Gale,
tomorrow Vandal and Grizzly will square off in a return se I game, which was slower than the Oregon, leads the division with
Included In the bl* ten
ries. Playing ball as they did against Oregon, Montana should first night’s tray. In the first half. 132
rub out Idaho’s fine home floor record and sweep the series. Montana kept four and six points ®f conference scorers is Charles
behind until the half, when Gale Miller, Grizzly guard, with 6S.
There can be no letdown as Steve Belko, Don Johnson and Bill started his barrage to raise the
Conference Scoring Ace*
Kramer are sporting a .500 batting average. A reminiscence of score 32 to - 24. The Grizzlies IGal<b Oregon
..........
132
the 1937 grid record and the lone splotch should fire the Griz I worked the ball in w ell but missed Lasetlch, Montana
33
many setups.
Wwner' Washington
zlies.
_
___,
Lockhart, Washington
30
Pace Faster
“V
„
Johansen, Oregon ___________ 77
Last year's conference champs, W ashington State, arc having
Long-distance shooting o f J o - 1
73
a difficult tim e keeping along the division’s top rungs. If hanson, Duck guard, was a great IBelko, Idaho .......
Wintermute, Oregon . _______ 78
Montana subdues Corky Carlson, A1 Hooper and John Kosich factor in Oregon’s triumph. The
son, Idaho .~r.
87
pace was faster in the second half j
effectively. WSC w ill find the going tougher yet.
Allot, Oregon
67
when the Grizzlies spurted in an
M ooU ni
gj
Word was received from Idaho minor sports heads the other I effort to catch up. Johansen and
«
day answering Montana's attempt to schedule a night of box I Gale kept the lead safe with their j
ing at Moscow between Grizzly and Vandal glovers. The Idaho effective flips, aided by Upins of) W 0 111 C l l C r H m iC I 'S
athletic board said March 12 or March 19 is okay, and, because I Wintermute. The lo s s 'o f Jimmy
I Seyler and Chumrau weakened
March is a slow month, thinks Montana can fill the date. If 1the Grizzlies. Charlie Miller with
the bouts are booked, beginner will fight beginner so as not to 110 points w as second high scorer
over-match the pugilists, and be assured of having good even for Montana.
The box score
i Shannon Shoots High With
fights. Lefty Hoagland et al are working on an appointment.
FO FT F FPU .
While McLeod Scores 277.
Montana (41)
More honors to Bill Lazetich. In the tw o Oregon gam es
m n o y z t t o mis
10 2 2 0 1
j Lazetich. If
—

and play basketball for Montana?

Of Grizzly Schedule

(Right) "The way these light boats bounce
around knocks the daylights out o f my
digestion 1 Camels help my digestion to
keep on an even keel/' says MULFORD
SCULL, outboard motorboat racer.

Ail Types aqd Size,

lc to $1.00

An infected foot kept Jim Scy*
ler. Grizzly center, at home when
the squad entrained for Moscow
yesterday. Seyler may be in shape
to leave for Idaho today.
their numerals last year.- Hoop
won the 100-yard dash at the 1938
Montana Interschoiastic.

^OFFICE
SUPPLY (OMIMY
•IVFRYTHINC FOR T H I OFFICE "
1

Luokiog — Chesterfields
Camels —

Old Colds

Raleighs

STAN SMART

2 for 25c

TEXACO
CERTIFIED
SERVICE
South Higgins and Sixth

(Right) "I'm devoted to Camels," says
HELEN HOWARD, spring*board diver.
"They don't irritate my throat—not even
when I’m sitting around in a wet suit, a
target for irritation."

Cigarettes

Let
Give You Efficient

(Lift) JAMES L CLARK, famous scientist
and explorer, says: "I always carry plenty
o f Camels with me into the wilderness.
T'd walk a mile for a Camel!’"

M U iO U tA - MONT.

$1.15 a Carton
++♦
Smith Drug Store
South Side Pharmacy

A matchless blend
of finer, MORE
EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS
—Turkish and
Domestic

s

&

HE IS COUNTED THE GREATEST POCKET-BILLIARD PLAYER OF ALL TIME. Here Greenleaf
executes a difficult masse shot, requiring split-hair accuracy, faultless stroking, and healthy
nerves. And the world's two famous masters o f the cue—Ralph Grecnleaf and the 18.1
balkline billiard champion, Willie Hoppe—are both Camel smokers.

Editor Opens
Two Contests

Phi Delts, Sigs
Are Co-Leaders
In Hoop League

H onorW om en
W ill Give Tea |
At Ferguson’s

For W r i t e r s

Sigma Chi and Phi Delta Theta
moved into first place in the Inter
fraternity basketball league last Freshman Women Invited
Manuscripts and Poems night. Wienie Buck sunk a push
To Sophomore Party
Must Be Submitted
shot to beat Sigma Nu in the third
Saturday Night
overtime period of the Phi DeltBy April 11
Sigma Nu game Thursday.
Alpha
Lambda Delta, sophomore
Phi Sigma Kappa dropped to
Manuscripts submitted for the
second place by remaining idle. women’s honorary, will give a tea
Annie Lewis Joyce short story
Sigma Nu, Sigma Alpha Epsilon Saturday at Acting Dean Mary El
contest or the Frontier and Mid
and Mavericks are in a three-way rod Ferguson’s home in honor of
land poetry contest will be due
freshmen women who have had
Monday, April 11, H. G. Merriam, tie for third.
at least a ‘B’ scholastic standing
Phi Delts 31, Sigma Nu 29
chairman of the English depart
Buck tallied 20 points to lead for fall quarter.
ment, announced yesterday.
Freshmen women invited are:
the Phi Delts to victory in a threeJoyce Memorial prize is to be
overtime-period game last night. Dorothy Benzel, Mrs. Pearl J.
awarded upon recommendation of
Bock,
Florence Burton, Lucie
the English department for the Sigma Nu led the game at the half Clapp, Elizabeth Grimm, Martha
11 to 5 but the Phi Delts came
best short story written by an un
back in the second to tie the score Halverson, Ruth Harrison, Hazel
dergraduate. First prize will be
Hayden, Evelyn Heald, Betty
the proceeds of the Joyce endow up and keep it tied until the final Johnson, Florence Kleiv, Jean
burst of speed in the third over
ment either in the form of a medal
time. The game was filled with Krebsbach, Mary Frances Laird,
or at the winner’s option. Second
fouls and much wild shooting. Virginia Lathom, Lois Lemire,
and third prizes will be a year’s
Margaret Lentz, Emily Louise
subscription to Frontier and Mid Jiggs Markus, Sigma Nu, paced the Marlow, Doris Mooney, Lois Mur
losers with his long range sharp
land.
phy, Betty Jean Neeley, June Osshooting
and
accuracy
from
the
Poems entered in the Frontier
mundson, Isabel Parsons.
and Midland contest may be sub foul line
Irene Pappas, Evelyn Pappin,
Theta Chi 26, Sig Eps 21
mitted by both undergraduate and
Carol Rowe, Josephine Raymond,
George
Ryffel
led
Theta
Chi
to
graduate students, but must have
Katherine Russell, Betty Lou
been written while in residence victory over Sigma Phi Epsilon
Points, Donna Faye Spurling, Mar
at the university. Poems may be with 14 points. The game started
out fast, with the Theta Chis pull garet Sugg, Mary Templeton, Ha
submitted as separate units or as
ing ahead 19 to 13 by half time. zel Vial, Agnes Weinschrott, Grace
units of a related group, but clear'
The second period went much Wheeler, Elizabeth Wood, Jean
indication should be made on the
slower, with neither team connect Yardley, Elfriede Zeeck.
manuscript as to which way they
Former members of the organiare entered. First prize will be a ing often. Bill Jennings paced the
Sig Eps with 13 points, nine of j zation who are still on the campus
copy of Merriam’s “Northwest
which he tallied in the first half. I also will be guests. Active memVerse.” Second prize will be a
Sigma Chi 22, ATO 17
| bers will be hostesses. They are
year's subscription to Frontier and
Sigma Chi held a slim second-1 Catherine Berg, Olive Brain, EsMidland.
half lead to nose out Alpha Tau i ther Charteris, Alice Colvin, AudThree typewritten manuscripts
of entries in r i t h ^ co n te T Io u ld jQ™ga Wednesday night in the In- rey Darrow, Mary Alice Dickson,
assumed terfraternity leaSue- The Sigs j Gayle Draper, Ruth Eastman, Conbe entered under
trailed the Taus until early in the stance Edwards, Helen Formos,
name with real name of the en
second half when Mellor, Nichol- Sally Hopkins, Esther McNorton,
trant included in an envelope.
son, Brundage, Dolan and Pippy Harriet Moore, Leclerc Page, VirWinning entries will be consid
ered for publication in Frontier combined efforts to chalk up a Sig ginia Strickland, Edith Tongren
and Midland. Last year’s winners win. Minus the services of Jack | and Kathleen Tuott,
were Keith Dickman with a short Emigh, the Sig quint lacked the
story, “The Sissy,” and P. W. fire of former wins. McLanahan,
Jenkins, Lien and Chouinard tal- ]
Payne with a poem, “Flight.”
lied for the Taus. Sigma Chi
trailed at the half 6-7.
SATURDAY’S BOWLING
Mavericks 33, SAE 27
Maverick tossers tumbled Sigma
League No 1—1:30
Alpha Epsilon from the ranks of
Sigma Chi vs. ATO.
the top teams in a fast, heavySAE vs. Sigma Nu.
fouling contest Wednesday night.
Phi Delts vs. Sig Eps.
The Sigs piled up a small lead in
League No. 2—9:30
the opening skirmish but fell be
Phi Sigs vs. Phi Delt No. 2.
It’s a lotta hooey!
hind at the half. Maverick men
SAE No. 2 vs. Sigma Nu No. 2.
For y’ars and y’ars foresters
hung onto the narrow margin
League No. 1 will finish the first
throughout the remainder of the I have taken great pride in the “treround tomorrow afternoon at the
,,, ,,
„
. , ,.
, game. Bobby Beal, Tommy Ral- menjus” height and weight of Paul
Idle Hour alleys. A handicap will 1 .
,
,
, ,
...
ston, Fred Jenkin, John Forssen Bunyan, their legendary patron
be assigned each team starting a
•
! . . ' .
, .
,
and A1 Steensland talked fre- saint. Various claims have put
week from tomorrow.
quently to keep the Mavericks in I Paul’s altitude as three times that
| front. Bob Higham and Phil P,e-|of the Empire State building, or
WARWICK CHINA
terson ran up nine points each four times the height of the Queen
Stronger — Prettier
for the losers. Maverick defense Mary laid on end. He was supAnd open stock — many new held Norman Nelson to five points, posed to have used the redwoods
patterns to choose from.
Howerton getting but,four. Mav- for toothpicks, and to have cut his
ericks led at half time 21 to 16.
teeth ^on the Rocky Mountain
Barthel Hardware
-----:-------------------range!
C
Cl
•
It’s about time someone stuck in
s c e n e S tllltin g
| his oar and put Paul in his place.
T
m
i ! F°r the last two nights he and his
i n c r e a s e s W o r k “indigo ox” have been making the
Opposite Airport
_________ rounds of Montana’s campus, and
OPEN EVERY NIGHT
(Continued from P « e One)
his footprints were available for
Ravioli and Fried Chicken
late afternoon sunlight streaming
first tirf in histo? - " last
Dinners
across the river bank. “This scene
I? ear^ experts had some”
will also take place through the thing tangible to work on.

j

C A S A LO M A

Why Suffer...
three or four days waiting to
send home to have a broken
lens replaced? We can do
it with absolute accuracy and
no delay. Bring us the pieces.

BARNETT
OPTOMETRISTS
129 East Broadway

Clocks and Watches
Repaired
If your watch goes
tickety, tock, tock,
you had better get it
looked into.

B & H Jewelry
The College Jewelry Shop

Friday, February 4,19,38

THE MO N T A N A KAI M IN

Page Pour

j

center arch which will act as an L
} WaS PUt in to
inner proscenium,” said Harring I Dr. E. Likes Fizicks, Ph.D., P.D.Q.
ton. A blackout concludes the and R.F.D., of the mathematics
of Columbia univerthird scene while one tapestry c u r-, department
.,
,
'tain closes and another opens to slty’ aIso an expert ln anthr°P°1reveal the red and gold hangings °®r’ astr™°™y a"d psychology.
Immediately sensing the scien
of the interior of the Earl of War
tific possibilities of the case, he
wick’s tent.
came by plane (C.O.D.) and began
Joan Prays
his experiment.
A fiat representing a great stone
Dr. Fizicks found the tracks exwaJ will c ose in this scene as the actly three feet six inches j
[lights switch off and come on and taking the human average

Southem Man
Flashes “Umph”

W ill D i s c u s s

W ages, Hours

Frosh Tossers
Squash Alberton

College Men
To Fill Posts

The

College Shop

Matinee Mixers
To Be Continued

Missoula Coal
& Transfer Co., Inc.
COAL

tie Stakes$2,500 a Week
on Bis Knowledge ofTobacco...

The Sentinel staff requests that
Women who intend to get “M”
any students having campus snap- sweaters should telephone Mary
shots bring them to the Sentinel Anne Christensen (4449) imme
office
diately.
stepped in that alum lake down
by Livingston, and his feet shrunk
to a mere pittance. I won’t be
lieve it; I can’t!”
“By the way, Babe, the blue ox,
has been getting too close to those
lawyers lately. You know, they’re
supposed to be pretty good at
‘shooting the bull,’ and Babe’s too
valuable to lose at a time like
this.”
Dr. Fizicks left yesterday for
New York with a regiment of Na
tional Guardsmen as a bodyguard
against possible attack by en
raged foresters.

BOWL_____ *

... and keep healthy

CLASSIFIED AD

Song Is Vetoed
Fred Noyd Is Visitor
Wesley Club Members
By 21 Students
Montana Campus j
To Be Guests of CCC

Fifty members of Wesley dub
Fred Noyd, ’33, pharmacy grad
“Hail Copper, Silver, Gold”
will be dinner guests a t the Lolo
which has replaced “Up With | uate employed by the Eli Lilly CCC camp next Sunday, Feb
Montana" as the official school company of Indianapolis, Indiana, ruary 6.
song lacks the pep of the old tune, | as detail man for western Mon
The party will leave at 1:30
a sample of campus opinion indl - 1 tana, visited the campus over the
o’clock Sunday afternoon by car,
Campus Congress Debate cated yesterday.
week-end. Noyd will speak to and dinner will be served when
Twenty-one students, university
To Be Next Tuesday
they arrive. A program of several
faculty and maintenance workers members of Pharmacy club upon
l i g h t entertainment features is
At 7:15 o’Clock
voiced the opinion that “Up With his return from the home offices
planned and a religious meeting
Montana” was more spirited al in Indianapolis.
will follow.
Arthur Mertz and Walter though nearly all of the 33 people
Noyd will attend a two weeks’
Arrangements are in charge of
Coombs, Missoula, will take the quizzed agreed that the new offi training school with Andrew Wat
G. G. Dokter, recreational advisor
affirmative against Arnold H. Ol cial song is the more musical.
son, ’28, eastern Montana detail at the camp. Reservations for the
“Hail Copper, Silver, Gold” was man, at the prescription drug and
son, Butte, and Phil Payne, Mis
trip may be made through Bob
soula, on the question “Should voted the official song at a con biological manufactures offices in
Burdick.
Congress Have the Power to Fix vocation last quarter. The music Indianapolis. The school will deal
Minimum Wages and Maximum was written by Bill Kane, Mon with the manufacturer’s products.
FORESTER IS MARRIED
Hours?” in Campus Congress at tana ’20, and the words were add
ed by his classmate John Marshall.
7:15 o’clock Tuesday.
“Up With Montana” is a “steal”
F. Carter Quinlin, ’34, graduate
Station KGVO will broadcast
of the forestry school, married
the debate from 7:30 to 8 o’clock. from University of California. The
Jessie Clark of Harrisburg, Illinois,
The congress meets in the large only major change is in the change
of the words “golden bear” to
last April, according to word re
meeting room.
ceived in Msisoula recently. Mr.
“Minimum wage and maximum “grizzly bear.” The song was
Freshman basketball t o s s e r s Quinlin has been employed by the
hour legislation is needed because used here originally to sing only at
tromped the previously undefeated U. S. Forest Service in Harrisburg
Bobcat-Grizzly
games
and
has
of labor conditions today; it would
Alberton AA team 65 to 36 in Al for the past three years.
benefit both labor and business,” since been sung at all occasions.
berton last night. Biff Hall and
Some of the opinions:
said Mertz.
Phil Payne, journalism student, Rae Greene led the Cub scoring
JUDGE GETS JOB
Ruth Christian!, leader of Cam
said he favored the new song be with 24 and 17 points.
pus Congress, expects lively dis
cause it is original.
Hall made 20 points in the first
cussion after the debate presenta
Paul Judge, Dillon, forestry
Don Lowry, journalist, said half and fouled out shortly after
tion. “If you can’t be there for
that “Hail Copper, Silver, Gold, is the beginning of the second. school graduate, has received a sixthe struggle, be sure to listen on
months’
appointment in the wild
“prettier but not peppier” and em Greene played consistently during
the radio,” she said.
life management department of the
phasized that he was “tired” of the game.
Forest
Service
in Alaska, southern
The student audience will vote the old song.
Cubs scored as follows: Greene
on the question following the dis
Asked her opinion, Marjorie 17, Croonenberghs 4, Hall 24, Al district.
MONTANA BROADCASTS
cussion.
Mumm, secretary to the deans, an len 6, Roberts 2, Dowling 2, Kizer
WEEK OF FEBRUARY 6
swered briefly, “Up With Mon 1, Miller 1, Rogers 2 and Rooley
tana.”
6. McCullock paced the AA’s with
Sunday
In general, backers of the old 12 points.
4:30-4:45, Dr. Louise G. Arnoldsong said: “it has class and sent!
Coach John Sullivan and Man
son. Reading in French.
ment,” “has more fight, “why it ager Hammit Porter made the trip
4:45-5:00, Your University. Donwas ever changed, I don’t know.” with the team.
al Harrington, “Dramatics in Ed
Supporters of the new song said
(Continued from Paec Unej
ucation.”
Missoula Merc. Co.
ing cadets at the air corps training “Better harmony,” “time for a Thursday in the Gold room. Stu
Monday
change,”
“original” and “better by
8:00-8:30, The Play of the Week. center, Randolph field, San An
dent organizations take turns in
Offers
the best lines —
a
long
way.”
Montana Masquers present “Sign tonio, Texas. Candidates for such
sponsoring the dances, although
style, quality, economy.
appointments must be unmarried
of the Hawk.”
yesterday none had yet been ap
male citizens, between 20 and 26
Tuesday
pointed for next week’s affair.
— DO BBS H ATS
’ 2:00-2:30, Montana School of the | years of age.
— ARROW SHIRTS
Men
who
are
accepted
as
flying
Air. School Music. Tales from
— ARROW TIES
the Arabian Nights, dramatization cadets receive one year of inten
How Is Your Coal Pile?
of story of Scheherazade, music by sive training in all phases of avia
— ARROW
Matinee
mixers
will
start
again
tion
at
Randolph
field
and
are
then
Rimsky-Korsakow.
KERCHIEFS
commissioned as second lieuten Thursday and continue for the rest
Wednesday
— BRADLEY
7:30-8:00, Campus C o n g r e s s . ants in the Air Corps Reserve, of winter quarter.
SWEATERS
“The dances were dropped after
Discussion and open forum on Denson said. They may then be
— GRAYCO TIES
“Should Congress set minimum called for from three to five years’ the first two this quarter because
Wholesale and Retail
of
seeming
lack
of
interest,”
said
— ELECTRIC
active duty with the regular army,
wages and maximum hours?”
Dealers In
RAZORS
with a chance to become com Grace Johnson, Student Union
Thursday
— SK I CLOTHES
2:00-2:15, School of the Air. Treas missioned officers in the regular manager, yesterday. “However,
there
have
been
so
many
requests
ure Chest. Reviews of “Ho-Ming, army.
— PIPES
110 EAST BROADWAY
While in training, flying cadets for mixers that we are starting
Girl of New China,” Elizabeth
Phones 3662 and 3630
Lewis and "Cowboy," Ross Santee, receive $1 a day subsistence. Grad them again.”
Mixers will be at 4 o’clock each
uates of the army flying school are
by Merlie Cooney Hughes.
2:15-2:30, School of the Air. in demand by the commercial avia
Answer. Me This. Questions and tion companies for their transport
stories on February, the Month of pilots.
Anyone interested in learning to
Famous Men.
2:45-3:00, A Woman’s View ] fly in this way may obtain further
point. News and human events information from.Major George B.
through a woman’s eyes by Mar Norris of the military science de
partment.
guerite Hood.
Flashtego tops the male
preference list at the Delta
Gamma house.
He’s brown, grizzled and
ugly. lie has a leering mouth
and grotesque eyes. His teeth
are tusk-like and his expres
sion fierce. Yet he has prob
ably been kissed and caressed
by more co-eds than any Beau
Brummell on the campus.
He moved into the house
last week, with recommenda
tions from a Theta Chi in
Florida. It was suggested that
he take over his duties of the
Delta Gamma skull which
mysteriously d i s a p p e a red
some five years ago. Accord
ingly, he permits himself to be
kissed by each frightened
pledge who meets him in the
corridors.
Through all he scowls affec
tionately at the sisters-in-thebond and finds life with them
more than pleasant. He wrin
kles his beautifully carved
nose and his painted fore
head frowns as though in an
ger—but his dainty pink sea
shell ears flap with joy.
Flashtego is, at heart, a
happy cocoanut.

IaT
“
.f
7 a k °fRheim s length of foot as one foot and his
Ca j 6«fa 3 eep> shadowed purple | height as five feet nine inches,
| and throwing the effect of sun- Fizicks {ound Paul to be exactly
shine through a stained glass win 20.125 feet tall.
dow on Joan as she prays before
“This is destined to be one of
a large crucifix in the ambulatory. the outstanding scientific discov
The fifth scene will be played on eries of the century and (aside)
the fore-stage, stpne walls cover- will the foresters be burned up!”
irig the side arches.
In Sterilized Bottles Is
Chief Push Wagner of the For
Next, after an intermission, will esters’ ball blushed deeply when
the Ideal Drink for
come the trial scene, which will. , told of the research experiment,
Your Party
use more of the stage than a n y iand immediately had an inter_
otherr set. A cold mixture of red
red, view with Dr. Fizicks telling him ORDER FROM YOUR DEALER!
blue and green light will ilium- L , keep it quieti but the news
m ate the all-stone walls of the h eaked out
M e (^(w S ijB eU & n g (do:
trial room without warming them
“Oh well,” he said, “I’ll bet Paul ) . .
Then, as the fire at the stake is
lighted, the reflections of flames
dance at the window, gradually
filling the whole room with their I
red glow.
Most difficult to light will be the
epilogue. Special projections of
the Joan statues at Westminster
and Rheims flash on the back wall,
and a halo glows around Joan’s |
[head as her canonization is aninounced.
Our modern air-conditioned alleys provide a
As the rest of the people on the
[stage leave, Shaw says, “The last
wholesome atmosphere for the national indoor
remaining rays of light gather into
sport.
i a white radiance descending on
Joan,” and in that light Joan
| speaks the last line of the play,
i

WANTED—Student to tend fur
nace for room. 731 Beckwith | i
Ave. Phone 5614.

Four Students

IDLE HOUR ALLEYS
119 East Broadway

Patronize Kalinin Advertisers

IT PAYS TO LOOK WELL

Rainbow Barber and
Beauty Parlor
186 Riggins Avc.
Phone 2442
Haircutting by Expert and
Licensed Operators

Robert W. Barnes
— Independent B u y e rone of many tobacco ex
perts who smoke Luckies

I

OFTEN invest $2500 a w eek
in to b a cco — $ 2 5 0 0 o f my

ow n hard-earned cash,” says
Mr. Barnes. "So you can see that
the only way I’ve stayed in busi
ness 10 years is to know tobacco.
" N o w I k now Lucky Strike to
bacco and it’s top-grade. That’s
why I’ve sm oked Luckies for
eight years now.
"Lots o f o th er in d ep en d en t
buyers, auctioneers, and ware
housemen I know smoke Luckies
for the same reason.”
Yes, sworn records show that,
am ong independent tobacco ex
perts like Mr. Barnes, Luckies
have over tw ice as many exclu
siv e sm okers as h ave all the

Just Unpacked!

PARTY

FROCKS
Lacey
Taffetas

$690

Be ready for those formals.
We have just received a
g r a n d assortment of new
gowns; lacey nets, taffetas
and crepes; Bolero jackets.

other cigarettes combined.

Sworn,
'Record
“That
WITH MEN WHO KNOW TOBACCO
BEST-IT’S LUCKIES 2 T 0 I

H AVE YO U HEARD "T H E CHANT OF THE
TOBACCO A U CTIO N EER" ON THE RADIO 7
When you do, remember that Luckies use the
finest tobacco. And also that the "Toasting"
Process removes certain harsh irritants found ln
H i tobacco. So Luckies are kind to your throat.

